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About This Game

Radium 2 is a physics based skill game with puzzle elements, inspired by the smallest elementary particles of our universe.
The core of the game is to navigate a ball through the different levels, controlling and influencing it by two tractor beams.

The polarization change, one of the main mechanics in the game, is simple but challenging.
Through contact with a specific object, the gravitation is reversed, the interface turns yellow and the tractor beams push the ball

away, instead of attracting it.

Features:
• 130 Level

• Zooming, scrolling and rotating level sections
• Leaderboards for each level

• Speedrun mode
• Original soundtrack with 13 tracks
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The game LOOKED fun from the videos, but upon actually playing it, it's not. The movements are not fluid enough, the
powerups are hardly usable and very sluggish, and there's a massive lack of consistency between the level difficulty and the boss
difficulty. The bosses are the easiest parts of the entire game!

Now, I know some will say "you're too critical about a game on sale for $0.99", but I take gaming seriously. Quality is
everything, even for games worth this amount. I have played games of all price ranges, and there are some 99 cent games out
there definitely worth playing, but certainly not this one. I was horribly disappointed and this game seems unfinished to say the
least. I could have kept it, but it was so bad that I requested my 99 cents back. I'd rather spend them on trading cards.. Your
editor gives you an assignement that he regretted not to have gone deeper. Linden Shades was an orphanage that was abandoned
because a mysterious figure in red was scaring everyone. Nobody took the headmistress seriously when she had proof of a
malevolent act. Now, it's time to set up the truth...

I must say that I was quite happy to see this game arriving on Steam, because days before of its release, I added its profile on
Neoseeker. I didn't really knew about Eipix, the developer, but they were given some known series on Big Fish Games, which is
a hint about their quality.

The story is very-well written. I didn't really expect some twists of the story but the most shocking truth is in the bonus chapter.
It's reminding me of an Artifex Mundi game (well, at least, those they've developed).

The gameplay is the same as any casual adventure: you find item, you use them, you clear hidden objects scenes and you solve
puzzles. The good thing here is that the objects are easy to find. And you have even some items to assemble (like a box of
chocolate, dominoes, etc..). As for the puzzles, they're easy apart for some of them that I skipped - but only because I knew
about the ingame achievement of skipping five puzzles. Another good side is to find special items: pencils in each location, toys
and letters (which are used in the menu itself!).

The graphics are quite good, even if the characters look weird in the dialogues. However, I like the cutscenes: real people were
acting (and they're members of Eipix according to the making off included in the game) and it was very nice, even if the
headmistress in the movie doesn't really look like the drawings when listening to her tapes.

The soundtrack is also very good, while not really fitting. But well, I enjoyed that part.

The bonus are also interesting: BTS (behind the scenes), a making of, wallpapers, music, hidden objects scenes and puzzles, the
bonus chapter, even the trailer of the game.

Off the Record: Linden Shades is one of the best casual adventure games you'll find on Steam, with those from Artifex Mundi.
And it has the same quality as what you can find in Artifex Mundi's catalogue. In other words, everything is reunited to pass an
agreable moment. However, I think that it would be great to have Steam achievements and trading cards, not for being more
popular but because the game has potential for good smileys and epic success.. The greatest, worst game of all time award.. ultra
pay to win
i see someone with 131 lvl have 3100 power , and another 131 lvl have 25800 power
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so ultra duper pay to win , no money player 3100 power 131 lvl Vs ultra money player 25800 power 131 lvl. My expectations
for this game were low, considering the price, but as I played, I hrew more and more attached to clara. It was amazing how I
could feel her frustration as well as her loss. And knowing that I-- the player-- was the root of it was, while humorous, a
sobering fact. I would recommend this to anyone that enjoys a short, simple, and emmersive game.. very rough gameplay....
Chemical Warfare, in Mordheim!! What's not to love.... The DLC's add additional fun to the Skaven and who doesn't love
cathcing 4 enemies and 3 of your guys in one lovely gas bomb!
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I am a big fan of this game series. The game this time have made a large revolution for the battle part. It has become a real
ARPG the first Chinese ARPG. I recommend everyone try this game on your own. It will give you a fantastic experience.. A
great little Tower Defense game.

I like the simple art style and low poly look of the game. It's pretty interesting too with the levels expanding and changing each
play-through. It would be great to see some more level variety (ones with several spawners on higher difficulty).

The turrets and enemy types are interesting with a pretty basic unlock mechanic to use each turret. Some of the invisible \/
speedy enemies later on are hard to deal with and sometimes escape too quickly (probably something that could be fixed with a
balance adjustment)

Overall a great little indie game. I'm keen to see how this game changes with more dev updates.

. This is a very moder great looking fast tilting train you dont need to know more this is great!. oh man i was only able to play
this for literally 45 seconds because i am scared of water and this is so realistic. awesome work by the devs. great title at that
price.. So...let me get this straight...a game, named after one of my favorite things...that plays like you're ON it...that I found on
sale? It's fast becoming my new best friend! Finding this only affirms how great a year it's becoming! lol Seriously, some great
fun to be had here! :)
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